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AbstrAct
Requirements engineering is the process of discovering the purpose and implicit needs of a software system
that will be developed and making explicit, complete, and non ambiguous their specification. Its relevance
is based in that omission or mistakes generated during this phase and corrected in later phases of a system
development lifecycle, will cause cost overruns and delays to the project, as well as incomplete software.
This chapter, by using a conceptual research approach, reviews the literature for developing a review of
types of requirements, and the processes, activities, and techniques used. Analysis and synthesis of such
findings permit to posit a generic requirements engineering process. Implications, trends, and challenges
are then reported. While its execution is being mandatory in most SDLCs, it is done partially. Furthermore,
the emergence of advanced services-oriented technologies suggests further research for identifying what
of the present knowledge is useful and what is needed. This research is an initial effort to synthesize accumulated knowledge.
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INtrODUctION
In the field of software engineering several process
models have been formulated to guide the development of software systems (e.g., software or system
development life-cycle). Independent of what
process model is selected by a development team,
all activities conducted can be grouped into three
main macro-phases: system definition (software
specification of functional and constrain requirements), system development (design and building),
and system deployment (software implementation,
software validation (to confirm that the new software system satisfies the users’ needs) and software
evolution (evolution of the users’ requirements as
the users’ reality evolves)) (Sage & Armstrong,
2000; Sommerville, 2002).
First, macro-phase’s activities have been studied
by the requirements engineering (RE) discipline,
which can be defined as: “the process of discovering
the purpose of the software system by identifying stakeholders and their needs, and documenting these in a form that is amenable to analysis,
communication, and subsequent implementation”
(Nuseibeh & Easternbrook, 2000). The overall
goal of RE is to elicit valid users´ requirements
because the strong impact on quality and cost of
the final software product. Accordingly to Jin et al
(1998): “…errors made at this stage are extremely
expensive to correct when are discovered during
testing or during actual working.” However, even
though such evidence of relevance and that RE has
been identified (Sommerville, 2005) as essential for
successful software development, these activities
are often overlapped, uncompleted, or missed in
development projects. As Sumano (1999) alerts “it
is a general practice not to do it well, or do it faster
and careless, because they do not have enough time
or because they do not know a good methodology
to do it.” Consequently, it is possible multiple errors
are introduced in early activities and not discovered
until later phases of the lifecycle raising the project
costs and exceeding the project deadlines.
In this chapter, we use a conceptual research
methodology (Glass, Vessey, & Ramesh, 2002;

Mora, 2004) to review the state of the art on the
process and techniques used in software requirements engineering for software products to answer
the following research questions: (a) How can the
software requirements be classified?, (b) How can
the main processes, activities, and techniques proposed by the software requirements engineering, be
organized ?, and (c) Can these processes, activities,
and techniques be synthesized in a theoreticallydeveloped generic process of software requirements
engineering? According to Mora (2004), despite
several sources report the utilization of a conceptual research approach and its wide usage in the
domain of the software engineering (43%) (Glass
et al., 2002), there is little detailed literature on
how to use this research method. Counelis (2000)
quoted by Mora (2004) indicates that conceptual
research is part of the research methods that study
ideas, concepts or constructs on real objects rather
than study them directly. Despite scarce literature,
Mora (2004) reports that several studies consider
the conceptual research method as common as the
survey, experimental, and case study methods. This
chapter then uses the process described in Mora
(2004) that consists in the following phases: (1st)
formulation of the research problem; (2nd) analysis
of related studies; (3rd) development of the conceptual artifact; and (4th) validation of the conceptual
artifact. The first phase and second phases are similar to other research methods. In the third phase,
two activities are conducted: the development of a
high-level framework/model and the development
of low-level details of specific components selected
from the high-level framework/model. This third
phase is a creativity-intensive process guided by
the findings, contributions, and limitations found
in the second phase and a set of preliminary proforms that are fixed through an iterative process
(Andoh-Baidoo, White, & Kasper, 2004). In the
last phase, the conceptual artifact’s validation is
developed through: face validity from a panel of
experts, logical argumentation, or proof of concept
developing a prototype or pilot survey.
The objectives of this research are: (a) to develop
an updated classification of software requirements,
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(b) to clarify the similarities and differences among
software requirements engineering methods reported in the literature, and (c) to identify a generic
process for software requirements engineering
trough a synthesis process. This research is strongly
motivated by the lack of discussion in the requirements engineering literature about standardized
(e.g., generic) software requirements engineering
stages and activities. Accordingly, academics and
practitioners face a myriad of process and techniques
and organizational utilization is influenced rather for
knowledge availability than by system’s adequacy.
Because every software development lifecycle starts
with a software definition, this study contributes
to improve our understanding and application of
general software development lifecycles through
identifying a generic method for software requirements engineering.

bAcKGrOUND
The concepts of requirement and requirements
engineering are core for the software engineering
discipline. From the multiple definitions of what
a requirement is, two comprehensive definitions
(IEEE software engineering glossary, Abbott,
1986) are reported in a relevant source (SEI Curriculum Module SEI-CM-19-1.2, 1990): (a): (1) A
condition or capability needed by a user to solve
a problem or achieve an objective. (2) A condition
or capability that must be met or possessed by a
system or system component to satisfy a contract,
standard, specification, or other formally imposed
document. The set of all requirements forms the
basis for subsequent development of the system
or system component; and (b) requirements is any
function, constraint, or other property that must
be provided, met, or satisfied to fill the needs of the
system intended user(s).
In turn, the requirements engineering can be
defined as a discipline or knowledge area (Zave,
1997; SWEBOK, 2004; Sawyer & Kotonya, 2000;
Gonzalez, 2005) and as an abstract or specific pro-



cess (SEI Curriculum Module SEI-CM-19-1.2, 1990;
SWEBOK, 2004; Nuseibeh & Easternbrook, 2000;
Sawyer & Kotonya, 2001; Sommerville, 2005). As
discipline, Zave (1997) defines requirements engineering as: “the branch of software engineering
concerned with the real-world goals for functions
and constraints on software systems.” In same
study, the author states that “the great difficulty
in constructing such a classification scheme is the
heterogeneity of the topics usually considered part
of requirements engineering.” These topics include
the following: tasks that must be finished, problems
that must be solved, solutions to problems, ways of
contributing to knowledge, and types of system.
In turn, in SWEBOK (2004), the requirements
engineering knowledge area is “…concerned with
establishing a common understanding of the requirements (e.g., study of methods for) to be addressed
by the software product.” In Sawyer and Kotonya
(2001), requirements engineering is considered
as “the knowledge area (that) is concerned with
the acquisition, analysis, specification, validation
and management of software requirements.” For
Gonzalez (2005), requirements engineering is the
study of “methods for capturing, specifying, and
managing requirements.” Under such definitions
and research effort classification, this study can
be considered as a conceptual research on the
tasks must be performed (capturing, specifying,
communication/validation, and managing) and
can be located also in the convergence of the RE
and software requirements engineering research
streams (SWEBOK, 2004).
As an abstract process the requirements engineering “… consists of a set of transformations that
attempt to understand the exact needs of a softwareintensive system and convert the statement of needs
into a complete and unambiguous description of the
requirements, documented according to a specified
standard” and define the activities of “requirements
elicitation, analysis, and specification” (SWEBOK,
2004). In similar mode, RE as a broad process can be
defined as “the process of discovering the purpose
of the software system by identifying stakeholders
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and their needs, and documenting these in a form
that is amenable to analysis, communication, and
subsequent implementation” and can be composed
by the following activities: eliciting requirements,
modeling and analyzing requirements, communicating requirements, agreeing requirements, and
evolving requirements (Nuseibeth & Easterbrook,
2000).
As a specific process, the SEI curriculum
module SEI-CM-19-1.2 (1990) proposes the following activities: requirements identification,
identification of software development constraints,
requirements analysis, requirements representation,
requirements communication, and preparation for
validation of software requirements. For Sawyer
and Kotonya (2001), requirements engineering
must have the following activities: requirements
elicitation, requirements analysis, requirements
specification, requirements validation, and requirements management. Sommerville (2005) defines
requirements engineering as an abstract process as
“… a structured set of activities that help develop
this understanding and that document the system
specification for the stakeholders and engineers
involved in the system development,” and as a
specific process, as composed of the: elicitation,
analysis, validation, negotiation, documentation,
and management activities. Other proposal for
requirements engineering activities (from the ESA
Software Engineering Standards Issue 2, prepared
by ESA Board for Software Standardization and
Control, 1994), proposes a differentiation from
user and software: user requirement (capture the
user requirements, determination of operational
environment, specification of user requirements,
and reviews) and software requirement (construction of the logical model, specification of software
requirements, and reviews).
Hence, despite the literature reporting multiple
processes for requirements engineering, there is not
a unique and agreed (or standardized) requirements
engineering process, but some shared activities can
be identified. Then, given the vast literature and
myriad of definitions, process, and techniques, their

understanding and final utilization by academics
and practitioners is obfuscated.

MAIN FOcUs OF tHE cHAPtEr
The main focus of this chapter is to provide an
updated and comprehensive software requirements
classification, an organized view of processes, activities, and techniques for software requirements
engineering and identify core activities and techniques for positing a generic process for requirements engineering. The contribution is to improve
the understanding of the requirements engineering
process, activities, and techniques. The conceptual
analysis is realized through the development and
utilization of a set of pro-forms (Andoh-Baidoo et
al., 2004). Units of study are the process, activities, and techniques discussed in the main papers
reported in the literature.
A requirement can be defined as a mandatory
or wished attribute (as an adjective), capability (as
a verb), or condition (as a logical or numerical constrain) that a product, service, process, or system
must possess. While requirements are characteristics owned by artifacts or systems (in the software
domain), these are demanded by human beings
(e.g., all stakeholders related with the definition
of the system). Then, a requirements engineering
process for determining the set of valid requirements for a system can be considered a humanintensive interaction process. Furthermore, while
an extensive research (Beckworth & Garner, 1994;
El-Eman & Madhavjin, 1995; Nikula, Fajaniemi,
& Kalviainen, 2000; Juristo, Moreno, & Silva,
2002; Neil & Laplante, 2003) has been conducted
on process, techniques, and their real utilization
in organizations, few studies have been focused
in classifying requirements and the findings show
overlaps, omissions, and mixed interpretations.
Then, for achieving the research purpose implicitly
established in research question (a), we believe that
a comprehensive and updated requirements classification is needed. Table 1 shows such classification
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from several sources (Brackett, 1990; ESA PSS-0503, 1995; SWEBOK, 2004) analyzed.
Main findings from Table 1 are: (a) the identification of the environmental requirements,
few mentioned and explained in usual literature;
(b) the sub-classification and focus of external
requirements on social and human affairs; and (c)
the re-grouping of classic functional versus nonfunctional requirements with emergent relevant
sub-types such as: security, lifecycle, inverse,
and documentation requirements. In particular,
the security issues are not reviewed extensively

in this study but we recognize as the information
systems are used for mission critical systems (and
supported by the software systems), and deployed
in ICT internet-based platforms, this issue can
be critical. This new classification suggests that
software requirements systems engineers should
not omit the social and human influences that the
external politic-power, socio-cultural, legal, and
economic environmental systems perform on the
organization and lately of the software systems
users. While that information systems literature
(Keen) has extensively alerted on such issues, the

Table 1. An updated and comprehensive software requirements classification
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Table 2. List of software requirements engineering techniques/methods analyzed

software engineering literature is scarce. However,
some authors (Ross, 1997; referenced by Brackett,
1990; Mylopoulos, Bordiga, Jarke, & Koubarakis,
1999) have identified the relevance of considering
such issues (e.g., requirements should not only
answer the what and general how questions, but
also the why inquiry).
Table 1 does not imply that each software system
to be developed should consider all types and subtypes. Rather than, this suggests that requirements
engineers should analyze what of them are relevant
for such specific situations and decide jointly with
stakeholders what will be considered.
For achieving the second purpose on the
clarification of similarities and differences among
the several software requirements engineering
processes, activities, and techniques reported in
the literature, several pro-forms are used. Table 2
shows the techniques/methods analyzed. In Table
6 the four processes analyzed are showed.
The pro-form in Table 3 is used to identify the
inputs, phases, and results proposed by a software
engineering process analyzed. In this table, the
software requirements engineering process posed
by SEI is conceptually dissected. A similar analysis
was conducted with the remainder process reported
in Table 6.

Simultaneously, for a better understanding, a
detailed analysis of each technique/method was
conducted. Table 4 shows the pro-form used to
identify their name, description, tasks, discipline
that belongs to, a classification, and the sources.
In Table 4, SE stands by system engineering, IS
by information systems, and SwE by software
engineering.
From the analysis conducted to techniques and
process, two main general findings can be reported:
(a) a re-grouping of techniques/methods (Table 5)
and (b) a comparative of software requirements
engineering process (Table 6). Techniques can
be classified into four classes: traditional, group
oriented, modeling oriented, and formal logic
(Table 5).
The first class (traditional) can be used to the
contextual analysis and elicitation activities for its
potential for managing social-politic and human
affairs. The second class (group oriented) can be
used in the elicitation, constraints identification,
and metric parameter definition activities for its
clarity of representation for physical artifacts. The
third class (modeling oriented) can be used to define
data and processes representations, and finally, the
fourth class (formal logic) to do elicitation, modeling,
and validation activities when mission critical and
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Table 3. Analysis of a software requirements engineering

Table 4. Technique/method analysis
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Table 5. Classification of software requirements engineering techniques/methods

Table 6. Comparison of software requirements engineering processes
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high-risk process are being modeled. Table 6 shows
a comparison of the several software requirements
engineering processes analyzed.
It is important to note that the term “elicitation”
includes the normal “gathering information” and
the “analysis of the information gathered” that
requirement engineers have to perform in order to
find all the issues that could be potentially useful
for determining the characteristics mandatory and
expected of the software system. These issues can
come from real organizational or user’s events or
situations but the users could omit intentional or
involuntary because political-power reasons or
simply by daily routine. Findings from Table 7
suggest that social context as well as operational
context analysis are critical activities to be pursued
by software requirements engineering in order to
avoid critical organizational or user’s omissions.
Based in such a comparison and using a well-known
notation for process specification in systems engineering (IDEF0, Mayer, 1990), Figure 1 shows the
posited “generic software requirements engineering process.”

The process proposes three core phases. Phase
1 is “make business contextual analysis,” which
includes the A.1 social context analysis and A.2.
pperational context analysis activities. Phase 2 is
“perform elicitation,” which includes: A.3 elicitation
and A.4 analysis. Phase 3 is “make requirements
representation,” which includes: A.5 requirements
modeling and representation, A.6 requirements
communication, and A.7 requirements validation
& specification. A “change management” activity
is also required, but in this first version of the process, is not considered a full phase. Table 7 shows
an initial description each phase and activity for the
generic software requirements process.
This generic process was elaborated through the
analysis and synthesis of all activities reported in
the literature (described in the background section).
A main finding that we identified in this study was
the relevance played by contextual analysis (and
scarcely addressed by most processes analyzed).
Contextual analysis considers the environmental
influences such as economics, political, business
goals, and legal, that could affect the successful

Table 7. Description of phases and activities of the generic SRE process
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Figure 1. IDEF0 specification of the generic software requirements engineering process

software system development. Other important
aspects are those concerned with training needs and
the way that the new software system will affect the
current information systems and the current software systems. Then, the contextual analysis activity
was added in order to identify such that aspects. A
change management activity that is performed after

each activity in order to record every change made
is also added. With it, a history of the process is
available for auditing and continuous improvement
issues. All activities are rationally ordered to get
the generic process.
In order to complete our generic software engineering process, we identified the actors and their
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Table 8. Actors/stakeholders and their roles

roles. As it was established, despite the requirements are attached to a physical system (e.g., the
software system), are human beings who define such
characteristics. Then, when the requirements are
elicited, the most important element are the “actors”
(or stakeholders), the information that they own,
and their willingness to provide it. An “actor” (or
stakeholder) is everyone that affects or is affected
for the new system. Actors (as team) know how the
system works, what information is needed, where
the information comes from, what business goals
are, and how to manage projects. They are usually
experts doing their work, analyzing information,
and making decisions. “Actors” participate in the
current organizational systems and processes that
an organization wants to support with information
software-intensive systems. Actors can rescue a bad
project or block a correct one. Actors have enforce
and exercise power and politics issues. Table 8 shows
the names, description, and roles. These roles were
taken from Davis and McHale (2003).
The actors and their level of participation in the
activities of the generic software requirements en-
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gineering process can be assessed as “participant”
or “chairman.” “Chairman” means that the actor is
responsible for that activity; on the other hand, “participant” means that the actor participates in doing
satisfactorily, the activity. It is important to notice
that in the activity named “validations & specification,” the users (and the remainder of stakeholders)
are responsible for doing it, the systems analysts
and the development equipment only participate
in it; we suggest that because the users have to be
sure that their needs were well understood and well
identified, the software specification will include
them. Table 9 shows such issues.
The theoretical validity of this generic process
for requirements engineering was assessed through
an evaluation form (available upon request) reported
in Mora (2004). According to Mora (2004): the
validation in conceptual researches could be done
establishing the extent in which the conceptual
model successfully accomplishes with the following
criteria: (a) the conceptual model is supported on
robust theories and principles; (b) the conceptual
model is logically coherent, congruent with the

Requirements Engineering

Table 9. The level participation of actors/stakeholders in the generic process

Table 10. Theoretical assessment of the generic process
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reality under study, and adequate to the purpose
to which is designed; and (c) the conceptual model
contributes with something new and it is not a duplication of an existing model. A panel of five experts
in software engineering performed the evaluation
to determine if the model accomplishes with the
three criterions established. The evaluation consists
in a questionnaire with eight questions (available
upon request). Each item uses a five-point Likert
scale. The overall results achieved show that the
work is considered theoretically valid for the panel
of experts.

FUtUrE trENDs
According to the findings of this research, several
surveys on utilization of specific techniques and a
related recent study on systems development lifecycles process (SDLCs) (Rodriguez et al., 2008),
it can identified that a requirements engineering
process is included as a mandatory phase in most
SDLCs. Another initial trend is the gradual diminishing of the analysis phase to be incorporated
partially to requirements engineering and to design
phases in the SDLCs. A final initial trend is that for
the case of critical software systems, the security
(non functional) set of requirements are mandatory
while that for other kinds of systems, this category
has been overlapped.
However, the surveys show that not all activities
(e.g., elicitation-analysis, modeling-representation,
communication-negotiation, validation-specification, and changing management) are followed and
not all techniques are used. There is no evidence
of a change in this situation. Furthermore, the
debate between rigor-discipline versus agile-light
oriented SDLCs inhibits a unique trend to deploy
a full requirements engineering process. Consequently, a critical challenge for practitioners is the
incorporation of such an engineering process as
a routine practice. Another challenge identified
in this research is the mandatory inclusion of the
contextual analysis activity, originally posed by
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Ross and Schoman (1997) (reference by Brackett,
1990), and extended in this research to enrich the
requirement engineering process by considering
social, political, legal, and economical issues that
surround the external and internal environment. A
requirements engineer should know the people’s
expectations, beliefs and norms, and should also
appreciate the fears that the deployment of a new
system could generate. Evidences of similar social
issues impacts in the development of software have
been reported (Curtis et al, 1988).
A final challenge is the updating of the requirements engineering processes to incorporate the
management and technical issues that the emergent
paradigm of service-oriented software/systems,
ICT service management (e.g., based in ITIL), and
CRM approaches are demanding. What is useful and
what must be generated are core research questions
worthy to be pursued. The generic requirements
software engineering process posited in this chapter
is an initial step towards this challenge.

cONcLUsION
In this conceptual study, a deep review of the literature related to requirements engineering from both
a software engineering and information systems
perspective is reported, as well as a new “generic
process for requirements engineering.” The main
conclusion to report is that the stage of “software/
system requirements engineering,” independently
of the systems development lifecycle selected for
a development team, has been recognized as the
most important stage, because the errors introduced
during it and discovered in later steps will produce
significant cost overruns, delays, and unsatisfied
systems’ requirements in the project. It is also
identified that a “generic process” for the system/
software requirements engineering could be used
in each software development project. Its adaptation
for large, medium, or small projects could also be
required. Further research is suggested regarding
to the “make business contextual analysis” phase,
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which is a primary activity that has been scarcely
reported in the software engineering literature.
This activity is strongly suggested to be integrated
in any “generic process” in order to assist systems
designers for acquiring a broader perspective of the
business organizational environment in which the
software is expected finally to be deployed. Finally,
new types of software requirements are identified
when critical mission systems are developed. As a
main limitation of this study, it must be reported that
the “generic process for requirements engineering”
elaborated, has not been still empirically tested.
However, the results of a theoretical validation
from a panel of experts in software engineering
suggest a positive and relevant contribution to the
disciplines of information systems and software
engineering.
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KEy tErMs
Changing Management: Control of every
change proposal made during the software specification process.
Contextual Analysis: Analysis of the social,
technical, and operational environment where the
system software will be developed and operated.
Generic Process: Universal process that can be
used for every software development project.
Operational Context Analysis: Analysis of the
operational environment where the system software
will be developed and operated.
Requirements Elicitation: Process of discovering the requirements for a system by communication
with customers, system users, and others who have
a stake in the system development.
Requirement Engineering: Discipline that
establishes the services that a software system must
provide, and constrains that must satisfy.
Social Context Analysis: Analysis of the social
environment where the system software will be
developed and operated.

